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B. J. Sokol's book is a glaring instance of critical overkill. If one had to summarize its argument, it would probably run as follows. Hermione's statue is recognized as an unreal artifice, but worked by the action of the mind into a life-giving reality. Similar syntheses transform the ambiguous art of 'Julio Romano'; the sheep-shearing scene with its sinister overtones (as Sokol views it); the varied deceptions practised by Perdita, Paulina, Florizel, and Autolycus; and of course Leontes' jealousy. Thus Hermione's statue is held to epitomize Shakespeare's presentation of art in The Winter's Tale: art as aesthetic form, as artifice and strategy, as human nurture, ultimately a meta-dramatic sense of the art itself which treats of all such art. This matches Polixenes' paradox of nature inhering in the art that mends nature. Despite the paradox, such a summary would be overcharitably simple. It may even be misleading, for Sokol's argument is not easy to follow. His book is fussy and...
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